CHARLOTTE’S WALTZ

Choreographed by: Bernard and Sandra Wells (11/10)
Description: 48 count partner waltz
Suggested music:
"The Last Waltz" by Rodney Crowell (96 bpm) CD: Soul Searchin’
"Don't Let Your Feet Slow You Down" by Rodney Crowell (96 bpm) CD: Keys To The Highway
"Shoulder To Cry On" by Heather Myles (93 bpm) CD: In The Wind
Or any waltz of your choice

Start position: Gent facing LOD, Lady RLOD – Open double hand hold

1-3 Both: Step left to left side, step right beside left, step left in place (Release hands and join right palm to palm)
(Gent now on inside facing LOD, Lady on outside facing RLOD)

4-6 Gent: Step forward RLR,
Lady: Step back RLR

7-9 Both: Pinwheel ¼ turn right, stepping L,R,L
10-12 Both: Pinwheel ¼ turn right, stepping R,L,R
(Gent now on outside facing RLOD, Lady on inside facing LOD)

13-15 Both: Turn ½ turn left on the spot, stepping L,R,L (Release hands and join left palm to palm)
(Gent now on outside facing LOD, Lady on inside facing RLOD)

16-18 Gent: Step forward R,L,R,
Lady: Step back R,L,R

19-21 Both: Pinwheel ¼ turn left, stepping L,R,L
22-24 Both: Pinwheel ¼ turn left, stepping R,L,R
(Gent now on inside facing RLOD, Lady on outside facing LOD)

25-27 Gent: Step forward left, pivot ½ turn right, step forward left
Lady: Step back left, step right beside left, step forward left
(Both now facing LOD holding inside hands)

28-30 Both: Step forward R,L,R

31-33 Gent: Turn ¼ turn left, stepping L,R,L
Lady: Turn ¼ turn right, stepping L,R,L
(Now back to back, release Gent's right/Lady's left hands and pick up Gent's left/Lady's right hands)

34-36 Gent: Turn ½ turn left, stepping R,L,R
Lady: Turn ½ turn right, stepping R,L,R
(Now facing each other picking up open double hand hold position)

(Release Gent’s right/Lady’s left hands)

37-39 Gent: Turn ¼ turn left, stepping L,R,L
Lady Turn ¾ turn right, in front of Gent, under raised arms, stepping L,R,L
(Now back in open double hand hold, Gent facing LOD, Lady facing RLOD)

40-42 Gent: Step forward R,L,R
Lady: Step back R,L,R

43-45 Gent: Step forward L,R,L
Lady: Step back L,R,L

46-48 Gent: Step back R,L,R
Lady: Step forward R,L,R

START AGAIN